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Preface 

This book is created by the best Intellect-coaches of Super 
Jump, especially for the new Intellect-coaches.


Purposes of the book: 


1. To transmit to new Intellect-coaches the vision and 
strategy of making the Super Jump company the first-place 
company in the world on capitalization and respect. 


2. To increase the confidence in new Intellect-coaches of 
the fact that they make up the most important, most 
necessary, honest, useful, and greatest matter on the earth. 


3. To arm the new Intellect-coach of Super Jump with the 
“tools” for the rapid and effective creation of a team of 
hundred-million devoted and respected Intellect-coaches. 


4. To show the entire world our plan of rescuing humanity 
from self-destruction and to invite into our team, our family, 
and into the company of Super Jump, all people, who 
dream about greatness, heritage, wealth, and glory. 
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Chapter 1 

WHO SUCH INTELLECT-COACHES 

Friends, let us take a microscope and attentively study it, 

that itself represents the new world popular profession of 

the “Super Jump Intellect-coach”. 


For understanding the significance and scale of this new 

profession. Let us attentively examine it from four sides, 

through four prisms: leadership, entrepreneurship, 

pedagogy, and psychology. 


The Intellect-coaches of Super Jump - these are ambitious, 

industrious, realized, bright, thinking people, united around 

the general Super-purpose - to save humanity from self-

destruction, to save the ecosystem of the earth, and to help 

billions of people, which suffer from mental problems, the 

absence of energy and sense of life. 


You will agree, the usual leader, entrepreneur, teacher, or 

psychologist will not be able to save humanity and to help 
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billions of people, for these are necessary and large 

ambitions, great powers, the knowledge of large scale, 

charisma, and skills to convince and to influence people. 


The profession “Intellect-coach of Super Jump” is 

harmoniously connected to itself of increasing the best of 

four existing professions: leader, entrepreneur, teacher, and 

psychologist. And add to this understanding to save 

humanity, to help billions of people, to earn a lot of money, 

to leave a bright track in history. Therefore it is possible to 

boldly say that the Intellect-coach of Super Jump - is: 

leader is 2.0 + entrepreneur 2.0 + teacher 2.0 + 

psychologist of 2.0 


But now let us compare the profession of Intellet-coach of 

SJ with each of these four professions. 


THE INTELLECT-COACH OF SJ - THIS IS


THE LEADER OF 2.0 
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The one who yet did not study in practice and did not try on 

itself the effectiveness of the procedure of Super Jump, can 

with a smile say: “Why Intellect-coaches (IT) – these leaders 

of 2.0? Prove your assertion. How the leadership of the 

Intellect-coaches of SJ differs from usual leaders?” 


Now we will prove to you that the IT - these are leader-

giants, these are super-leaders, these are leaders of 2.0.  


Having first, become the Intellect-coach of SJ, the usual 

person, using our partner program, “with a team of three 

billion friends”, can create a team of three billion partners 

and save humanity from moved ecocatastrophe. Show me 

a leader, capable of combining and bringing to itself 

3,000,000,000 partners to the united purpose. There are no 

such leaders besides the IT on earth. This is why the 

Intellect-coach of Super Jump - is a leader of 2.0. 


In the second place, in Intellect-coaches, the largest scale 

of the purpose - to save humanity from self-destruction, to 

save the ecosystem of the earth, to help billions of good 
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people to be freed from the mental sufferings, a chronic 

absence of energy, and sense of life. 


Show me still leaders with such scale, greatest, 

supernatural purposes. In the usual leaders, this scale of 

purpose is a considerably smaller prize. 


As Mark Aurelius spoke: “Man stands as much, as the value 

of the matter, about which it worries”. This is why the 

Intellect-coaches of SJ – are the leaders of 2.0. 


THE INTELLECT-COACH OF SJ - THIS IS


ENTREPRENEUR 2.0 


Now we prove, why IT - this the highest-rising entrepreneur 

in the world. 


It is no secret that today, the business must put in billions 

of dollars to earn billions of dollars. But the majority of 

people do not have much money. 
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It turns out that the entrance to the club of billionaires is 

closed to ordinary people. But after becoming the Intellect-

coach of SJ, the usual person (taxi driver, teacher, doctor, 

student, pensioner, networker) of any age, making a good, 

honest, useful matter can become a millionaire and even 

billionaire. 


It is also necessary to note that in contrast to the usual 

entrepreneurs, the Intellect-coaches understand, that to 

earn properly a lot of money – is necessary to create 

something new, that was not in existence before. This is 

why Intellect-coach created the new industry of Super 

Jump. 


The IT does not spend time, energy, and money on the 

competition, they direct all resources to reach the Super-

purpose of Super Jump. 


Well, the main thing - Intellect-coaches do not work solely 

for money. Money for the IT is only a tool for reaching 

Super-purpose - to save humanity from self-destruction. 
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If it turns out that Intellect-coaches earn million and billion, 

not they compete with others, makes a good, big deal, 

because they help billions of people without investing in 

this a lot of money. 


This is why Intellect-coaches - are the greatest 

entrepreneurs 2.0. 


THE INTELLECT-COACH OF SJ - THIS IS 


A TEACHER OF 2.0 


To the Intellect-coaches of Super Jump on the earth lived 

the great teacher-giants, on arms of which stands our 

civilization: Johann Heinrich Pestalotstsi, Mary Montessori, 

Anton Makarenko, Vasiliy Sukhomlinskiy and other creators 

of pedagogy. They dedicated their genius and life to 

children and to adolescents, and today pedagogical aids 

are very necessary for billions of adults. 


Billions of adults fell into trouble: their customary peace 

collapses, they lose fulcrums, psychological loads beyond 
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the limits, solitude, and chronic fatigue, the majority 

occurred the loss of the sense of life and customary 

benchmarks. 


You will agree, support is necessary for today’s adults as 

air, and external corset is necessary for them, they should 

learn to live in the new, turbulent world of constant 

changes. 


This is why the Intellect-coaches of SJ created “adult 

pedagogy”, pedagogy for adults. 


A new online university for the instruction of adults is called 

“The Intellect-club of Super Jump.” And this is not simply a 

theory or an idea, but they are already an existing business, 

an existing educational methodology. Already today we 

render aid to adults in 72 countries, in 25 languages. 


A beginning of a large increase in the team of the Intellect-

coaches of SJ, since pedagogical aid is necessary for 

billions of adults as air, then a quantity IT needs to grow at 

a high rate. 
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The team of Super Jump placed before itself a critical goal 

in 2023 - to create one hundred million new Intellect-

coaches of SJ. 


Usually, teachers help several tens or hundreds of children, 

and after achieving it, do without obtaining proper 

appreciation and encouragement. 


But Intellect-coaches, reporting their knowledge, wisdom, 

councils, and love on the pedagogical chain, help millions 

and billions of adults, earning in this case receive worthy 

amounts of money, and obtaining appreciation, respect, 

and glory. 


This is why Intellect-coaches - this mega-teacher, super-

enlighteners, teachers of 2.0. 
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INTELLECT-COACH - THIS IS 


A PSYCHOLOGIST OF 2.0 


Now we prove why Intellect-coach - this is a new, more 

effective psychologist of 2.0.


 


If you yourselves have not tested the effectiveness of the 

procedure of Super Jump, then we will not be able to 

explain to you in words entirely its power, beauty, and force. 

To you, it remains to only believe my words, and it is better 

by itself to approve Super Jump on itself. 


Thus, the advantages of the profession “Intellect-coach” 

above the usual psychologists mass, let us give you several 

of them. 


First, the Intellect-coaches of SJ are considerably more 

rapid, they more cheaply and more effectively help people. 


In the second place, classical psychologists earn money 

only if their clients suffer and come to them for infinite 
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sessions. If the client’s “old school” gets better, then the 

psychologist remains without the money. 


Thirdly, for unhappy psychologists, entire days must 

consume negative emotions and metaphysical poison, 

which leads to the fact that they regularly burn out, suffer, 

and forced themselves to walk to the sessions to its already 

psychologists and leave them their earned money. And so 

this process is repeated. 


The strategy of Intellect-coaches is principally different: 

during the intellect training we develop in the people the 

level of happiness, and positive energy, we strengthen their 

mental health and we increase their competitive ability. 


Charging students with positive energy, Intellect-coaches 

themselves are charged with positive, energy and still more 

cheerfulness. 


The more psychologists work with their clients, the forces 

and energy in them lessen. But in Intellect-coaches vice 

versa is true - the more Intellect-coaches charge by the 
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energy of students, the more energy and states of 

happiness are obtained. We are confident, that sometimes 

in civilized countries at the most popular TV show, we will 

conduct open and honest competitions with classical 

psychologists. 


We will invite into the studio 20 randomly selected persons, 

who suffer from mental diseases. With the aid of the live 

draw, one against the clients will take classical 

psychologist, and one other the Intellect-coach of SJ. In 10 

days all will again be encountered in the studio, and all 

subjects will describe their results. 


I am absolutely confident, all spectators will see how many 

times the procedure of the Super Jump is more effective 

than all old procedures. 


What is still important - for the clients of Super Jump the 

aid bypasses considerably cheaper. 
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So that the representatives would not give old school to us 

to the court, we officially declare: the Intellect-coaches of 

Super Jump do not treat depression and other mental 

illnesses! In our intellect training, we help people in the 

development of their personality, level of happiness, 

positive mentality, and energy. Tested on ourselves the 

procedure and results, which you will obtain one hundred 

times more loudly than will sound more than thousands of 

my words. This is why Intellect-coaches - are the most 

honest and most effective psychologists of 2.0. 


THE CONCLUSION 


The profession of the “Intellect-coach of Super Jump” – is 

the rising and most important profession in the world, 

because the IT solves the most important and greatest 

problems on the earth. 


If we take the best habits and knowledge of four known to 

you professions (leader, entrepreneur, teacher, and 

psychologist), accumulate them together, and multiply them 
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by two, then we will obtain the new, claimed profession: 

“The Intellect-coach of Super Jump”. 


The leader is 2.0 + entrepreneur 2.0 + teacher 2.0 + 

psychologist 2.0 = Intellect-coach of Super Jump. 
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Chapter 2 

PURCHASE MORE THAN GOODS, 

ACCUMULATE MORE THAN THE MONEY 

Against the background of the rapid development of 

science and new technologies, we observe the process of 

degradation and destruction of humanity. Clever people 

understand, that peace took the epidemic of frenzy and 

ignorance. 


Ignorance - this is the weak intellectual development of 

man. But the weak intellectual development of the majority 

of people is the main reason for the destruction of the 

ecosystem of the earth, wars, mental, and mental suffering, 

addiction, alcoholism, hatred,  and malice. 


As Socrates spoke: “In the world is only one good - 

knowledge, and only one evil - ignorance”. 
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It is obvious that today humanity is mental and is 

intellectual. To save our peace, we must study the history of 

this illness and understand when and which occurred to us. 


Let us return to history and let us look at when we as form, 

drove ourselves into the framework of the food chain and 

practically they became social robots. 


The majority of people live by decades according to the 

formula: “I awoke, I wrote, I breakfast, I went to work, I 

worked, I had a nap, and died”. 


Very accurately noticed Steve Wozniak, the co-founder of 

the Apple company: 


“When we with Steve Jobs created Apple, we dreamed and 

believed in the fact that personal computers will take upon 

much of people’s work, and the people will have more free 

time for the family, sport, self-development, leisure, training 

children, but what came out of everything was the opposite. 


When I was small, our family worked only with the father. 

This money was sufficient for a decent house, automobile, 
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good food, and journeys. During the weekend we rested 

with the entire family. Mom did not work, but she was 

occupied with the house and our education. But now the 

majority of people live with a terrible deficit of time and 

money. 


Today, as a rule, both husband and wife are working. But 

this money for them is not sufficient, and for them, it is 

necessary to work on the weekend. Parents have 

considerably less give to time to educate children. Yes even 

to itself the time is not sufficient.” 


Let’s attempt to understand when humanity rolled up to the 

curved road of torture and suffering. 


Our planetary tragedy began in the early 20th century. 

Henry Ford launched the mass production of automobiles. 

Hundreds of talented energetic entrepreneurs copied his 

business idea, and at some moment producers released so 

many new cars, that their sales practically stopped. 
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Add to this one additional important fact - at that time the 

producers tried to let out quality goods so that they would 

serve as long as possible. 


Buyers then still had a head on their arms and discussed as 

follows: why should I buy a new car, if my wonderful old car 

works? The question of the survival of business came up 

before the producers of automobiles. Investors put up 

enormous amounts of money, and not to simply shut 

plants, or to lose billions, and discharge millions of working 

people. 


To their aid, brilliant advertisers and marketers arrived. They 

proposed a simple and effective solution - it is necessary 

with the aid of the advertisement to create in the owners of 

old automobiles a feeling of inferiority, and thus to force 

them to purchase a new car. 


At this historical moment, humanity was carried along the 

curved road of suffering and destruction of the ecosystem 

of the earth. 
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With each year the producers increasingly put money into 

advertisements, and they became more experienced and 

effective. The producers of automobiles understood: so that 

their business would be developed and profits grew, they 

must let out each year new models, with the aid of the sly 

advertising that it is necessary to, even more, to degrade 

the owners of old automobiles, to make them in the eyes of 

a society that they are losers and unlucky people, to force 

them to eject and dump automobiles that are still working 

and to buy new. 


Great tragedy thus began. The producers of automobiles 

no longer attempted to build quality and reliable 

automobiles, the priority became marketing clips, and no 

tendency toward reduction in the price, or increase in 

efficiency and reliability of the automobile. You will recall old 

American films. Heroes drive luxurious automobiles with 

wings, chrome-plated and unnecessary elements, and it is 

understandable why…to invent a new economical and 

reliable automobile. It is necessary to spend years and 
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billions of dollars to change the external type of automobile. 

It suffices to only fit the chrome-plated wings, to color in 

another color, and to change the form of the body. 


The idea to suggest to the owners of old goods a feeling of 

inferiority joyfully caught the producers of clothing, 

everyday goods, cosmeticians, perfumeries, and furniture. 

It is shorter, in all, that it is possible to sell to users. From 

this point on, the mossiness mushroom of frenzy began to 

untwist with enormous force. People are no longer 

interested in real benefits, and the reliability of goods. All 

harmony began to play into the game of the destruction of 

peace “who steep slope.” 


The apogee of this frenzy happened in 1979. Almost no one 

will today recall this history, but it very well demonstrates 

the final death of common sense. Iranian Shah ordered the 

company of Mercedes automobiles to build cars for his 

army. 
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On the technical specification, the roof of the sedan had to 

be sufficiently high that the servicemen could move in the 

automobile at their peak heights. Automobiles had to be 

maximally passable and durable. And when the company of 

Mercedes approached the mass product ion of 

Gelendvagenov, a revolution occurred in Iran. They 

overthrew the Shah and the country no longer could buy 

these military automobiles. 


The corporation of Mercedes despondency reigned. To 

whom to sell these expensive, heavy, voracious military 

jeeps, calculated in the servicemen, impassable road and 

desert!? In Europe, on the road, it is complicated to find 

puddles, but there is no desert there. But since the 

automobiles were produced, the company was nowhere, 

and they advanced them to the auto shows. 


After the start of sales, all marketers were very deeply 

astonished. This expensive military automobile began to 

enjoy rabid popularity. This case demonstrates, that the 

buyers at this time already completely lost common sense. 
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In Gelendvagen square form, which means poor 

aerodynamics, and high air resistance leads to the large 

consumption of fuel. All-drive wheels and complex 

suspension are calculated in the desert and also increase 

fuel consumption. Plus - high price. 


It would seem, all these facts had to repel buyers from the 

acquisition by Gelendvagenov, but with logicians and 

common sense, no one was interested. 


The same occurs in the production of clothing, furniture, 

and cosmetics. Each month producers let out the next new, 

stunning collection, and spend a huge amount of money on 

advertisement to make it maximally painful to those, who 

are “trying” the collection; to force them to throw out the 

still working quality things and to purchase new, 

contemporary unreasonable excess. 


You will look as they changed the purpose of the 

producers: 
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-Before “the epidemics of frenzy” the purpose of producers 

was to create maximally reliable goods so that they would 

serve several generations. Such a strategy is economical, 

honest, and preserves the ecosystem. 


-After “the epidemic of frenzy” the purpose of producers 

became as most frequently possible a commodity number, 

to devise as many as possible marketing clips to take out 

as much as possible money from the user. Today they spit 

the quality. Good quality harms their incomes since a buyer 

who takes a long time will use goods and soon will not 

purchase new ones. 


At this tragic moment, the life of the majority of the 

unconscious people became a rat race. But, our civilization 

finally descended from the mind, it became civilized, which 

generates mountains of garbage, toxic air, and water. 


The consequences of “the epidemic of frenzy” is terrifying - 

the constantly growing production every minute kills the 
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ecosystem and poisons water and air. The planet chokes 

with garbage and ejections of carbon dioxide. 


Let’s estimate the scale of the frenzy: 


- Each year more than $500 billion are spent on advertising, 

and given for all children on the earth have free elementary 

education is only $27 billion. 


- According to the data from the UN each day 27,000 men 

die of hunger. To save these unhappy people and to free 

peace from hunger it is necessary only $50 billion. This is 

less than 10% of the world’s advertising budget. 


As we see, 100 years ago the producers of goods opened 

Pandora’s box and released from it envy, stupidity, non-

realization, and greed. The effect of the advertisement 

campaign proved to be so strong that the advertisement 

itself already enslaved the minds of billions of people. 
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The consequence of this illness – is degradation, 

alcoholism, addiction, mental i l lnesses, and the 

senselessness of existence of many people. 


The idea of “purchase more goods, accumulate more 

money” became simultaneously the main moving force of 

the development of technologies, the economy, and the 

killer of humanity. 


The idea of “purchasing more goods” has made people 

unhappy and it is one of the reasons for the mental 

suffering of billions of people. It is possible to boldly name 

this idea as a dual killer. Indeed it simultaneously kills the 

ecosystem of the earth and the souls of people. For 

themselves, billions of people imperceptibly became the 

slaves of advertisements and false values. 


To stop this frenzy, the self-destruction of humanity, only 

the Intellect-coaches of Super Jump can do this. How this 

is possible to make? It is very simple. 
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It is necessary to replace the destructive, harmful idea 

“purchase more goods, accumulate more money” with new 

creative, useful ideas “develop each day your personality, 

intellect, realization, and wisdom! Obtain from this 

development a gigantic quantity of happiness, happiness, 

and energy!” 


The Intellect-coaches of Super Jump has proved in practice 

thousands of times that through the daily process of the 

development of personality, intellect, and positive mentality 

our life is filled with happiness, great sense, and energy. 

The process of the daily development of one’s personality is 

one of the most important senses of the life of man. 


In its tendency to destroy the ecosystem of the earth, 

humanity approached the very edge of the black precipice 

of self-destruction. The cascade process of death will 

begin, and saving our civilization will be impossible. 

Therefore we no longer can afford further to continue to 

play into the game “purchase more goods and throw out 

them to the dump”. 
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Each minute on earth 27 soccer fields of trees are 

destroyed and it emits a gigantic quantity of poison, 

harmful substances, toxic air, and water. 


But we cannot one day stop the large part of the plants and 

factories. Millions of people will be without work, and 

Armageddon will begin on earth. But how are we to be? We 

have only one output… 


As you know, the Fourth industrial revolution now occurs. 

Its drivers are robots, nanotechnology, artificial intelligence, 

and quantum computers. But it will not help to solve 

problems with the ecosystem of the earth. 


Therefore saving our lives is, obviously, necessary for the 

Fifth intellectual revolution, directed toward the 

development of man. 
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Today the development of technologies around the world 

put in trillions of dollars, and in the development of man - 

almost zero. 


To save our civilization, the Intellect-coaches of Super 

Jump created a new industry, a new market, a new 

economy for strengthening mental human health, 

development of intellect, and personal battery charging. 

This will allow billions of people to jump off the needle of 

reckless consumption and direct their energy and time 

toward the intellectual, mental, and moral development of 

man. 


Recently we witnessed a mass trend in the discoveries of 

fitness clubs around the world. Today we observe the 

gigantic speed of the discovery of the online intellect clubs 

of Super Jump. 


Each day the new profession of the “Intellect-coach of 

Super Jump” master thousands of bright, clever, noble 

people around the world. And this is only the beginning!
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Chapter 3 

SUPER-PURPOSE OF SUPER JUMP 

Each person has only one priceless life, and only it decides 

in that or in whom it invests. There are two levels of the 

states: the high state of life and the low. 


The low state of life is determined by the small purposes: to 

purchase an apartment, machine, telephone, gold necklace, 

to rest at sea, to eat in a restaurant, to construct a home, 

etc. 


The majority of people are born giants, but in the course of 

their life the gray, unconscious majority begins to tie with its 

small, negligible purposes. 


Lightly corroded purposes do not make it possible for a 

man to be himself, like a giant. Small purposes - these are 

the curved mirrors, looking into which the giant sees itself. 

Small purposes steal in man the bright happy great life, 
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filled with love, and wealth, greatness by creation, 

development, and by happiness. 


For the person himself, small purposes imperceptible 

convert his priceless life to run in the circle, into the rat 

race. 


You did see, a small hamster or squirrel rapidly run inside 

the wheel? It runs very rapidly, but it stands still and runs - 

this is the only illusion of motion. In the process of running 

the hamster forgets about the fact that it lives in the cage. 


Small purposes convert godly life into the dull, sad, wheel 

of routines: I awoke, I wrote, I was washed, I ate breakfast, 

went to work, had a nap, and died… 


Small purposes - large human tragedy, which steals the 

people to have a bright, interesting, great life. 


Distinguished scientist, writer, and doctor-psychiatrist Victor 

Frankl dedicated their life in order scientifically to prove the 
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importance of the scale of purposes, and sense of life for 

each person. We, Intellect-coaches, are enraptured by 

Victor Frankl and are grateful to him for his important 

scientific heritage. 


Before the Second World War, Victor Frankl was a 

successful doctor, scientist, and original discoverer. In it, 

there was the large, gigantic purpose - to understand the 

reasons for alcoholism, addiction, and mental suffering and 

to save millions of unhappy people. 


But terrible fascism took Europe. One of mad Hitler's 

purposes was the destruction of Jews. 


Friends from America proposed to Victor Frankl with his 

wife to move to the USA. But at the last moment to his 

parents, did not get a visa, and Victor Frankl decided to 

face his pain and sufferings with his favorite parents. 

Subsequently, his parents and wife were killed in the 

concentration camp. Scientists themselves passed, 

perhaps suffering all circles of hell. 
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Frankl survived four camps of death, hunger, cold, and 

beatings, but he was not discouraged. Each day, being 

located on the face of life and death, the distinguished 

scientist continued his scientific labor. Naturally, he did not 

have paper or an arm; therefore he fixed all his transactions 

in his mind and imagination. 


Each day up at sunrise, when together with other prisoners 

they were expelled to hard labor works, Victor Frankl 

continued to reflect, to search for answers to the crucial 

issues: “Why are the people voluntarily killing themselves 

by narcotics or alcohol? Indeed each drug addict and 

dipsomaniac understands, that he kills himself. Why did 

they make this? What moves them? Why people do suffer 

from mental suffering? …“ 


Despite all circles of hell, as a scientist, he continued to 

serve humanity. He mentally saved millions of lives. Victor 

Frankl was not a locked introvert, even being located at the 

bottom of hell, he continued to help people. 
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Already he intuitively understood, that the problem of 

alcoholism, addiction, and psychological, and mental 

suffering in the absence of a sense of life. 


Once, his comrade on the misfortune said to him: “I no 

longer want to live”. How to help this person? Victor in the 

conversation with this comrade learns, that before the 

concentration camp, he was a historian and he did not 

finish his main book. “Here you see”, said Frankl: “You still 

have an incomplete mission on the earth; therefore for you, 

there is something to live for!” 


Most likely the precisely large purpose of Victor Frankl 

helped him to survive. After the end of the war and the 

release of Frankl's from the concentration camp with an 

even larger passion, studied science. 


Today, because of it, we know that 95% of dipsomaniacs 

and drug addicts kill themselves with alcohol and narcotics 

because they do not have a large purpose (sense of life). 
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When new students, get tired from life and are lost comes 

to our intellect training, besides the fact that we with train 

and develop their level of happiness, energy, intellect, and 

competitive ability on the 8th day of our course of Super 

Jump we request it to select for ourselves Super-purpose. 

Because without a large purpose, one cannot live a bright, 

interesting, saturated, and great life. 


So naturally, the first one hundred Intellect-coaches of SJ in 

practice concluded that today’s most important purpose - 

is to save the ecosystem of the earth from destruction and 

to save all of mankind, all children and grandchildren from 

self-destruction. 


The majority of people, despite the loud calls of scientists, 

now, cannot realize the approaching fatal danger for the 

entire humanity. Therefore, it seems that global warming 

and the cascade destruction of ecosystems are still fairy 

tales, devised by romantics. 
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“Indeed when I go to the street, I see that the coldest winter 

that came in recent years, it means scientists will lie?! There 

is no global warming! There is no ecocatastrophe!” 


This is not so! Entire the fact is that we perceive the 

weather today, but we do not perceive its mean 

temperature in the year or for 10 years. But contemporary 

scientific instruments, satellites, Super Computers with 

absolute accuracy show, only in the last 10 years the 

number of packages on the earth, where the temperature 

exceeded 50 degrees Celsius grew 2 times, and several 

times, when the temperature rose above 50 degrees also it 

grew 2 times. 


We, as form, are cost on the edge of the precipice of self-

destruction. It is earlier to convince people of the being 

approached danger, we gave ten scientific facts and 

specific numbers, but people of this do not understand, 

they do not hear, and do not feel. Today we will try to knock 

hard with the aid of emotions and feelings.  
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Give let us represent the ecosystem of the earth - this is a 

living organism, these are you. Cliffs, stones - these are 

your bones. Soil - is your muscles. Rivers - these are your 

veins. Water - is your blood, and trees - are your lungs. 

People - are the small parasites, that live on your body. 

Their purpose – is to destroy you, to make you it is painful. 


Thus far person-parasites on your body was little, you did 

not note them, but lately, they began to multiply at the high 

speed. There were 200,000 of them, and now 

8,000,000,000 and they constantly devour your lungs. 


From birth, you had two lungs (6 trillion trees), but these 

person-parasites would already destroy one of your lungs 

(3 trillion trees). To stop and to understand the simple truth - 

after killing you, they also will die, because in cold, infinite 

space there is no second planet for them! 


Still yesterday you hoped that the person-parasites will 

understand that by killing you they kill themselves, but 

today you see that, drawing near your death, they will not 

stop you to kill. On the contrary, they with an even larger 
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speed cut out your lungs. Each minute they destroy 27 

soccer fields in forests. 


They kill you from two sides. On the one hand - shred your 

lungs, and on the other - they eject a gigantic quantity of 

carbon dioxide (CO2). Parasites, as if, present to you in the 

head plastic packet, pump from its oxygen, and they pump 

into it carbon dioxide, and you already choke. 


But this is only one-tenth part of your tortures. 


Person-parasites, destroy trees, bare your body, and the 

fiery sun begins to burn your skin. You will recall as on a hot 

day it was painful to be located under the burning sun, even 

through the clothing it was burning your skin. You will recall, 

as you hid from the sun under the tree because of the 

shadow of the tree, it was cool and it is good. 


So our earth of thousands of years is hidden in the cool 

shadow of its trees of the annealing solar rays. But now 
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person-parasites destroyed already more than half of the 

trees, and the sun with enormous force heats the earth. 


A hot day, dinner, sun anneal your skin, and nowhere for 

you to hide. Person-parasites destroyed your outer 

clothing, and now your skin burns, and bursts itself. It has 

already been covered with blisters, but to person-parasites, 

it is not pathetic. 


You attempt through the scientist to explain that soon you 

will die, and those, who kill, will also die, but person-

parasites are so weakly intellectually developed that they 

cannot understand this simple relationship. 


You attempt to explain that your body of person-parasites 

already has you incandesced to the limit. That soon from 

the high temperature will burn grass, and all harvests of 

wheat, corn, and rice will burn. Soon person-parasites will 

be nothing. Everyone will die from hunger, and after several 

years the supermarkets will be empty. 
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You entreat them to cease to kill you, but they are so foolish 

that you do not understand, they do not hear, and they 

continue to torture you. 


But what is the reason for the self-destruction of humanity? 

Why do people each day, take a pistol and shoot 

themselves first in the foot, then into the hand, and do not 

understand, that soon their bodies will die? 


As Socrates said: “In the world is only one good - 

knowledge, and one evil alone - ignorance”. Ignorance can 

be deciphered as: “they do not know, that they create”. 


As if an old grandmother, looking at the consequences of 

dementia, the ignorance of people sourly sighs and speaks: 

“Oh, forgive them, Lord. Since they do not know, that they 

create.” To the fatal point, person-parasites remained for 

only 5-6 years and then ends terribly. 


To save all your favorite, native and your dear people, it is 

directly now necessary to understand, why good people 
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become “person-parasites”? What must be done, to save 

our peace? And who can make this? 


Before describing to you the plan of the Intellect-coach in 

SJ on rescuing humanity from destruction, we want to 

describe to you who devised and selected our Super-

purpose of Super Jump. 


Our planetary team of Intellect-coaches - they are family, 

associates, brothers, the elite intellectual club, the thinking, 

aware people, in which there are no bosses, Board of 

Directors, or some great gurus. 


We are all Intellect-coaches; we are all equal among the 

equal. Strategy and the tactics of new industry naturally 

manufacture those leading the top the leaders of Super 

Jump. How to become the chief top leader of SJ? 


It is necessary to simply create, to teach, as many as 

possible new Intellect-coaches. The authority of our leaders 

is conquered. You will agree, this is clever and is just.
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Let’s represent that two Intellect-coaches voice the different 

points of sight to strategy or tactics of the development of 

our new industry. The first Intellect-coach taught and 

prepared 25,000 of the new Intellect-coaches of SJ. His 

income - millions of dollars. But the second Intellect-coach 

prepared only 5 new IT. Whose opinion you will be more 

useful and more reliable? Certainly, the first IT! 


When we say that we are a team of equals among equals, 

in someone can arise one additional crucial issue: “If I am 

not agreeable with the tactics and vision of my mentor, 

what do I make?” 


Well, this is wonderful! You will pass your mentor in income, 

RANKS, and already the mentor will learn from you. 

Become the first to earn income and several new Intellect-

coaches in your team, and all Intellect-coaches of the 

planet will learn from you. 
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But in the manner that each thinking Intellect-coach 

searches for its team of people that are more talented, 

charismatic, clever, and stronger than themself, then, 

naturally, it will appear the useful rivalry of new ideas, 

procedures, and approaches to the development of the 

business of Super Jump. 


After explaining to you, as the start of the main strategic 

solutions in our planetary team of Super Jump, they 

become more confident, they become clearer, as the chief 

of Intellect-coaches of the different countries, continents, 

and cultures arrive at the united Super-purpose of Super 

Jump - to save the ecosystem of the earth, to save 

humanity from the self-destruction. 


To us, the fairytale is transported, because the Super-

purpose of SJ possesses two enormous forces. 
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FIRST FORCE 


The super-purpose of SJ is the strongest energy source 

and pedagogical method for the development of each 

student. 


The super-purpose of SJ in a very short time takes the 

sense of the life of man into the higher state that was lost. 


The super-purpose of SJ instantly converts the pawn into 

the king. 


The super-purpose of SJ very rapidly converts one into a 

giant, a winner. 


I can write still many glorifying Super-purpose epithets and 

images, but the most reliable method - this to verify the 

force, and energy of Super-purpose on itself. 
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SECOND FORCE 


Super-purpose of SJ - this is the only idea platform, 

capable of combining the quarreling countries, peoples, 

corporations, and races around a common purpose. 


Today our civilization is very similar to the sinking Titanic, in 

which people instead of combining efforts and saving the 

sinking ship fought for the decks and cabins. 


So it is desirable to shout: “Idiots, are you more than decks 

and cabins on a sinking ship?”. So it is desirable to shout, 

“you will stop! Come! Indeed soon we all will be in the icy 

water, let us freeze and will die!” But no one hears. 


Instead of stopping wars and directing all resources toward 

rescuing the ecosystem of the earth (sinking ship), people 

continue to war, to kill, to destroy, and to hate. 
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PLAN THE OF INTELLECT-COACHES OF SUPER JUMP 

FOR RESCUING OF HUMANITY 


But now let us examine the Plan of the Intellect-coach is to 

rescue the ecosystem of the earth and entire humanity from 

self-destruction. 


STEP № 1 


It will be sufficient to fight against the consequences, it is 

necessary to remove the reasons for catastrophe. To cure 

disease, it is necessary to understand its reasons. 


Why we do chop the bough, on which we sit? Why in the 

history of humanity – this is the history of wars? Why 

instead of creation, instead of prosperity, love, and 

happiness we fill the earth with hatred, malice, death, and 

destruction of all facts that to us are dear. After 

understanding the reasons for self-destruction, we will find 

medicine.
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STEP № 2 


The very main reason for the destruction of the ecosystem 

of the earth is war and mental suffering this is the weak 

intellectual development of the majority of people. 


Two and a half thousand years ago it was understood by 

the great genius Socrates: “In the world, there is only one 

evil - this is ignorance, and is one good - this is 

knowledge”. 


Let’s understand how weak intellectual development 

(ignorance) kills the ecosystem of the earth and destroys 

everything dear to us. 


Look at the small children, whose parents left some houses 

without care. The children have weak intellectual 

development. Kiddies found matches and it is interesting to 

them, and as they catch fire, they hiss, and they shine. The 

children begin to play with the matches. Randomly igniting 

blinds, the house catches fire, and children die. 
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You will pay attention, that the majority of adults on the 

earth behave like small children. They destroy the 

ecosystem of the earth without understanding, and by this, 

they kill themselves, their children, their grandchildren, and 

all of mankind. 


Thus, we understood the reason for ecocatastrophe - this is 

ignorance and the weak intellectual development of the 

majority of people. 


STEP № 3


Fortunately, the weak intellectual development of the 

majority - this is not an incurable disease, this is the only 

not developed intellect. 


When people want to develop the muscles of their body, 

they search for fitness-coach, which are working in fitness 

clubs. The same occurs with the development of intellect, it 

is necessary to find on the Internet a pleasant Intellect-
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coach, to be written down in the online intellect club of 

Super Jump is sufficient to rapidly pump through its 

intellect, realization, power engineering, and level of 

happiness, and at the same time also competitive ability. 


Thus, we understood that ignorance is possible “to cure”, 

intellectual lack of development can be removed in the 

intellect clubs Super Jump. 


STEP № 4 


But to most people, to develop them is intellectually and 

morally insufficient. To save the ecosystem of the earth 

cannot be taken so simply and stopped by all plants and 

factories. Otherwise, on the following day, billions of hungry 

people will leave the streets and will begin Armageddon. It 

means, that it is necessary for new workplaces and new 

industries. 


Therefore, the Intellect-coaches of SJ created are not 

simply a network of online intellect clubs, we present a new 
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industry, new market, new business trend, new economy, 

and new workplaces for peace. Why this is important?


 


Peace today took the idea “purchase more goods, 

accumulate more money”, if earlier the purpose of all 

producers was the production of maximally qualitative 

goods, which would serve maximally for long, even several 

generations of users, then the purpose of all producers - to 

take out of the client, as much money as possible and for 

this is harmful to produce the qualitative for long played 

goods. Importantly each year, each season it is to devise 

what nibbed marketing clip, to change color, the form of 

goods so that the people would as fast as possible eject on 

the dumps the recently purchased useful and working 

goods. 


From the point of view of civilization, the planet chokes with 

the gigantic mountains of the rejected still working goods. 


We - the society, which does not produce happiness, but 

produces garbage, poison the air, which our children 
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breathe, we poison water, which our parents drink, we chop 

the bough on which we sit. 


If earlier producers produced qualitative goods and they 

were proud of quality, they were proud of the fact that their 

goods served several generations of users, then today the 

producers would have one purpose - to take out of the 

users, as much money as possible. By them to spit to the 

fact that they chop the bough, on which we all sit. 


Producers became the slaves of the gold corpuscle. The 

man already became a social slave, because only a slave to 

spit, which will be tomorrow. After all, so he does not have 

a future. 


Let’s look at our commodity-monetary slavery through the 

eyes of the user. 


Billions of people, being spilled from the morning, go to 

work, and a large part of the time they give to work. Then, 

they obtain money for their work, this money buys goods, 
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and after a short time, they eject it to the dump. In essence, 

they eject their priceless life to the dump. 


We understand the super-consciousness of people, that 

they work on the dump, and therefore it in every way 

possible signals to a man that it should change something. 

But people do not hear their super-consciousness and 

heart, and, after feeling void inside, people stop this hole in 

the soul with the next and even more expensive purchase. 


How you do think, can this person be a happy and cheerful 

one that flourishes? Certainly, no! A person originated is 

stopped up by a giant into the framework of foolish, 

ineffective commodity-monetary relations. 


We escape from the sufferings of man to macroeconomics, 

to the importance of the creation of the new industry and 

economy of Super Jump. 


As you know, today we live during the Fourth industrial 

revolution (artificial intell igence, nanotechnology, 
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blockchain, quantum computers, and other breakthrough 

technologies). You will pay attention, humanity puts into the 

development of theologies trillions of dollars per year, and 

in the development of intellect, the pedagogy of adult - 

zero! 


The Fourth industrial revolution will not be able to stop 

ecocatastrophe; therefore saving our planet can only be the 

Intellect-coaches of SJ, after creating the Fifth intellectual 

revolution.


 


Intellect-coaches have already launched a viral increase in 

online intellect clubs of SJ around the world. Very soon on 

the earth will appear one hundred million new Intellect-

coaches. This is sufficient to manage the senses, purposes, 

and paradigms of the existence of humanity on earth. 


Very soon one hundred million Intellect-coaches will 

present to people the new economy of strengthening 

mental health, development of emotional intellect, battery 
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charging, and creation of a new era of peace, prosperity, 

creation, and happiness. 


And since we see the new industry of Super Jump will 

ensure people new workplaces, it will help with the 

development of the realization of adults. Very soon the idea 

of “purchase more goods” will be replaced with the new 

idea “be a developed intellectual, energetic, and moral, and 

each day you will obtain from your development an ocean 

of happiness, joy, and energy! Direct your forces not to the 

destruction of the ecosystem of the earth, but to the 

restoration of green forests, clean rivers, and pure excellent 

air!” 


STEP № 5 


It is still necessary to answer the crucial issue: “Who will 

save humanity from self-destruction?” Can be the old 

professions: politicians, athletes, bankers, artists, and 

entrepreneurs? The answer is no! Because precisely these 
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leaders think to treat humanity as a herd of rams, to the 

precipice. 


Fortunately, on the earth was born a new profession, 

“Intellect-coach of Super Jump”. Intellect-coaches - as if 

kind of giant, who descended themselves to us from the 

skies to save our planet. Intellect-coaches, have not only 

the Super-purpose plan of rescuing humanity, but also 

necessary procedures, knowledge, experience, and tools.


 


So that it was that the doctors could make heart surgery, 

special knowledge, and tools were necessary for them. So 

that the firemen would save the house from the fire, tools, 

and special knowledge are also necessary for them. So 

here too, the new profession of “Intellect-coaches of Super 

Jump” possess the necessary knowledge, procedures, 

tools, strategy, and plans to save humanity from self-

destruction. 


Doctors arrived in order to save our health. Firemen - in 

order to save our houses from the fire. But the Intellect-
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coaches of Super Jump - in order to save humanity from 

self-destruction, and also to strengthen the mental health of 

billions of good people!


 


If you dream about the high state of life, wealth, glory, 

personal increase, and bright interesting friends, and will be 

joined by our great legendary star team of the Intellect-

coaches of Super Jump.
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Chapter 4 

IN THAN THE SENSE OF LIFE? 

From childhood, we asked the question: “In what sense of 

life?” And then we did not have a precise answer. On the 

Internet, there are many lectures and reflections of clever 

philosophers and thinkers on this theme, but most 

frequently the essence of their answer to this chief problem 

is reduced to the idea of – a “sense of life is life itself.” 


During intellect-trainings of Super Jump, besides the 

personal development, strengthening mental health, 

development of emotional intellect, and battery charging, 

we train people to be happy, positive, and cheerful. 


We accurately know that one of the most important senses 

of life – is “to be happy!” 


After passing a long journey from the darkness and 

ignorance into the light and realization, we understand as it 

is arranged in man; therefore we are confident, that the idea 
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“sense of life is life itself” brings to people enormous harm, 

and this is why. 


In each person in life, there are black strips and 

unsuccessful times. If in this black period of the time of 

men, one believes in psychological installation, that “the 

sense of its life is life itself”, then one will believe the fact 

that entire life will consist of pain and grief. 


After accepting this point of view for the sense of life, and 

after agreeing with such thoughts, man voluntarily will throw 

his life into the toilet. And on the contrary, if a man is 

convinced and believes in the fact that the sense of his life 

is happiness, then having fallen into the black strip of 

failures and defeats, one will automatically with all forces 

will attempt to be pulled out from this black strip. 


After being defeated, the person, who selected the 

psychological installation “I WAS BORN FOR HAPPINESS 

AND SUCCESS. MY PURPOSE IN LIFE IS TO BE
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HAPPY”, they will rapidly find themselves out from the 

black strip of failures. But a lame duck, that believes in the 

fact that “the sense of its life is life itself”, itself will convert 

the temporary black strip into the life, filled with continuous 

sufferings and pain. 


The life of such a lame duck can become a sad anecdote. 

Encounter somehow two friends from childhood. One is - 

successful, and the second – is a loser. Successfully asks 

the loser: “How’s life, brother?” The loser answers: 

“Everything is bad”. In their life, the black strip began: I fell 

very ill, I lost my job, my wife threw me out, on the stock 

exchange I lost all my savings, yesterday I fell into 

emergency, I broke a hand.” Successful friend sympathized 

with him, and they radiated. A year passed, and these two 

friends again randomly encounter. Successful asks: 

“Regards! Well, how are matters, little brother?” Loser 

answers: “You remember, I did say you about the black 

strip in my life? So here, this was not black, but bright 

purpose.” :) 
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The theme of the sense of life is very important for each 

person. We accurately know that from your thoughts, and 

your adoption of one or the other sense of life your entire 

future life depends. 


Your thoughts - these are the drawings of your future. 


Your life - exists as a sum of your thoughts. 


Today you are located there, where your yesterday's 

thoughts brought you, and tomorrow you will be located 

there, where your today's thoughts will bring you. 


Think one hundred times before accepting one or the other 

sense of life. Selecting one or the other sense of life, you in 

essence make your main selection in life. 


Examining the different senses of life, you as if are situated 

in the enormous store with the signboard “universe”, and 

before you on the regiments lie the different scenarios of 

your future: “Pain and poverty”, “solitude and grief”, 

“failures and defeat”,… and next to lie “wealth and 
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happiness”, “Love and success”, “happy family and 

prosperity”, “great life and glory”. Select what you want, 

and the universe for you has many scenarios for your 

future. 


If in your life you already began a “black strip”, and directly 

now you assign to yourselves the question: “What to make 

of it? Where to run? What to do?”, that we have the good 

answer checked by practice council - in the Internet 

urgently search for the Intellect-coach of Super Jump. If 

you urgently buy the starting course of Super Jump (the 

price is very accessible), then the WHOLE IN YOU WILL BE 

WELL! 


Why we are confident in the fact that after Super Jump your 

life will begin the bright, happy strip? Our confidence rests 

on our practical experience and the effectiveness of our 

procedure of Super Jump. 
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The fact is that the Intellect-coaches of Super Jump are the 

first in the world on a system basis to begin to develop and 

train their level of happiness! 


When you pass the first starting year of Super Jump, you 

will be astonished at how easy it is to be a happy and 

cheerful person. 


Development, an increase in your level of happiness is 

similar to the transformation of the relief of your stomach. 


Let us be frank. If a man dreams to pump his press, to 

make his stomach relief, besides his laziness, no one can 

prevent him from achieving his goal. In the same manner, 

only the level of your happiness more easily trains into one 

against one.


For training the level of happiness you should go into the 

fitness hall, since Intellect-coaches are online and, believe 

it, the effects there will be simply immense. 
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GOOD COUNSEL №1 


Dear reader, we want to pay attention to one additional 

harmful delusion. 


People erroneously consider that the sense of life must be 

one, but this is not so. Reflecting on the sense of life, it is 

important to understand that for the life several senses of 

life appear and disappear. They constantly changed from 

your birth to the present day. 


When you were small, to you there were only several days, 

the sense of your life was reduced to the mother's concern, 

food, and feeling of safety. 


But, after only several years one of the most important 

senses of life became the knowledge of the surrounding 

world. You did try everything to the taste, you did attempt 

to dismantle toys, and you did assign thousands of 

questions “why? why?”. 
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But when your age reached sexual maturity, then in you 

appeared the new sense of life - to find a reliable partner 

and to leave posterity. 


But when the light appeared in the first child, then all 

previous senses of life left to the second plan. Concern and 

training of child became the main sense of life. 


Unnoticeably your parents aged and appeared one 

additional sense of life - concern about them. 


As we see, many different senses of life appear and 

disappear during one’s life. But, the main thing for them - 

this to be happy, to fill each instant of their stay on the earth 

with happiness and by happiness. 


GOOD COUNSEL № 2 


And one additional good intellect-coaching council: “Do not 

confuse such different categories as happiness and 

pleasure.” 
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As a rule, the pleasure of men is obtained through the body: 

tasty food, massage, walking the in the fresh air, sex, sea, 

the consumption of those killing the personality of alcohol 

and cigarettes, and other manipulations with the body. 


Pleasure is possibly purchased with money, and happiness 

cannot be purchased. As Socrates spoke: “By all, it is 

known that with money it is possible to purchase shoes, 

but not happiness”. 


Happiness cannot be purchased, it is possible to only 

generate it, to manufacture, to create, each day by 

attending the intellect clubs of Super Jump. 


Happiness - these are metaphysical categories consisting 

of feelings, emotions, experiences, energy, and thoughts. It 

is not possible to purchase friendship, love, respect, and 

happiness, it is possible to only deserve them and to create 

them. 
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Pleasure is always limited, you cannot thousands of times 

in one day eat tasteful meals or thousands of times in the 

day to delight in sex, but here happiness is infinite! 


Attending Intellect-trainings of Super Jump, you actually 

can become thousands of times happier. This will give you 

emotions and experiences, which cannot be reached 

through “primitive, basic pleasures”. 


GOOD COUNSEL № 3 


We are obligated to you to give one additional very 

important piece of advice: promoting happiness by reading 

books and by the survey video is impossible. It is possible 

to increase only through the daily intellect-trainings of 

Super Jump. 


You can read thousands of books about happiness, and 

visit thousands of seminars, and webinars, but thus far you 

will not begin daily to develop the level of happiness, and 

you will not become happier. 
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Training the level of happiness resembles training your 

body. Represent that man set a goal to raise a bar of 200 

kg, but instead of persistent heavy training he decided to 

pump force through the survey of videotapes and reading 

of the books :) as you think, physical force can be trained, 

by lying on the sofa and by examining video? Certainly, no! 


Only through training, it is possible to pump through the 

body, accurately also trains, and the level of your 

happiness, energy, and optimism - only through the 

intellect-trainings by SJ. 


It is applied the results 


1. Sense of life - to be happy, to fill each minute of life with 

happiness and by happiness. 


2. In order to be happy, it is necessary to train, to develop 

your level of happiness, by attending intellect training Super 

Jump. 
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3. If you in life do not have happiness, suffer from solitude, 

chronic fatigue, and loss of fulcrums, then urgently run to 

the online intellect club of Super Jump!
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Chapter 5 

PHILOSOPHICAL MAXIM SUPER JUMP 

Philosophy - is the science of man, and the main thing in 

the life of man - this to be happy. As it turns out that 

philosophy - is the science of the happiness of man. 


The cleverest people on earth for thousands of years 

attempted to understand this happiness as to find as at it to 

arrive as it to preserve. 


We are grateful to the first philosophers, and thinkers for 

their accomplished work but did not, unfortunately, 

succeed in creating concrete instructions on reaching 

happiness. The heritage of Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, 

Confucius, and other great philosophers has long ago 

studied humanity, but so it was not able, resting on their 

thought, to become happier. 


Studying their heritage, they did not understand that it is 

necessary to make in order to be happy. But for us, it is 
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very important to be happy and for each minute of life to fill 

with happiness. 


Let’s read the thoughts of great philosophers about 

happiness and let’s attempt to understand how to find 

happiness and fill our life with happiness: 


- Aristotle 


“Happiness - is sense and the designation of life, the sole 

purpose of human existence”. 


- Socrates 


“Usual logic asserts: if you are unfortunate, which means, 

you do not have happiness. But if you do not have one, 

then go and search for one. However, paradoxical logic 

says: if you go to search for happiness, then you will lose it! 

Simply sit down and understand that you have it.” 
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- Confucius 


“Happiness - this is when you understand, large happiness 

- this is when you love, the present happiness - this when 

you love.” 


- Plato 


“Happiness is divided into five parts: first, reasonable 

desires; second, sensible feelings, and the unharmed body; 

third, success in matters; fourth, good fame among the 

people; fifth, abundance in money and other means of 

subsistence. Reasonable desires appear by the 

consequence of training AND EXPERIENCE.” 


We can give still many clever quotations and statements 

about happiness. Yes, you can easily download from the 

Internet thousands of great thoughts about happiness, but 

here is the trouble, all these quotations and thoughts do not 

draw us nearer. Unfortunately, they do not give us simple 

clear instructions on “what is to be done to be happy or 

how to live a happy life.” 
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However, what do we make, and what is to be done? 

Fortunately, in the 21st century, the historical scene created 

new philosophers and thinkers - “the Intellect-coaches of 

SJ”, they did not simply create the instruction of reaching 

happiness, they created a new philosophical Maxim: 

“Person - is a generator of happiness!” 


Intellect-coaches in practice have proved that the level of 

happiness in man is very easily developed as, for example, 

easily developed the memory of man or his physical force. 

A new view on happiness in the literal sense translates our 

peace and places from the head to the feet. 


Now to millions of unhappy, lonely, and tired people, it is 

not necessary to search for happiness, everything is 

considerably simpler: “Awoke in the morning and before 

leaving, take ignition keys (“8 exercises of SJ”), include your 

generator of happiness. Fill it to regional by happiness, by 

joy, and by energy, and for the entire day generously share 

your happiness with the people surrounding you.” 
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But when you are happy, all negative emotions and mental 

sufferings themselves run away from your life. 


Developing, and training each day the level of happiness, 

you without the fight kick away melancholy, grief, and 

sincere suffering. 


As work, the exercises of Super Jump are very easy to 

understand based on the example of a dark room. Let us 

represent those psychological, moral, and mental sufferings 

- this is dark (how it will be), and your reason, your soul - is 

a room. 


Each morning you are in the black, gloomy room of 

negative emotions and thoughts and instead of fighting with 

them, you take the lamp of SJ and ignite bright, good, 

strong light. And as the black cold dark itself runs away at a 

rate of three hundred thousand kilometers per second 

(speed of light). 
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Clever people know that the black dark – is the only 

absence of light. 


Exercises of Super Jump - the bright, warm, strong lamp, 

which can help billions of people forever to take leave with 

mental problems, fears, and complexes. 


It would be excellent, if people, after studying the exercises 

of the procedure of Super Jump, each morning carried 

them out, would charge themselves with happiness, energy, 

happiness, but we know that laziness was born earlier than 

man.


However, what to make of it? What is to be done? The 

Intellect-coaches of SJ have good medicine for laziness - 

these are the online Intellect-clubs of Super Jump. 


 If a man is desirable to train his muscles, he searches for a 

fitness coach and is written in a fitness club. But if a man 

wants to train his level of happiness and energy, then he 
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searches for Intellect-coach and is found in the online-

intellect-club of Super Jump. 


But which does give a man happiness? This is to be 

investigated. For this let us represent man, whom each day 

charges himself with happiness. 


This person is ill and does not suffer from mental problems. 

They have always a lot of energy. It emits happiness and 

optimism, which means they are pulled by other people, 

which increases their authority and respect in society. Also, 

a high level of happiness favorably affects the mental and 

cognitive abilities, considerably increasing the competitive 

ability of this person. Plus, happiness, good mood, and 

smiles prolong their life for an average of 10-15 years. 


THE CONCLUSION 


Philosophical Maxim of Super Jump: “Person - is a 

generator of happiness” will save themselves from the 
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sufferings of millions of good people and it will make our 

peace better. 


Now for people, it is not necessary to suffer, and to spend 

decades to understand, what is to be done happily. The 

now sought-for, thinking person from happiness separates 

several three steps: 


– To find pleasant to you the Intellect-coach of SJ! 


– To be written down to it into the Intellect-club of Super 

Jump! 


– To use a procedure of Super Jump!
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Chapter 6 

TRAINING-GREETING TO SUPER JUMP 

Let us describe to you the history of birth, perhaps, of the 

most effective and shortest training in the world. 


When Intellect-coaches began to work around the world on 

all continents, then the customary greetings, such as “good 

morning”, and “good day” became not urgent. Someone 

has the morning, someone has the night, and someone has 

the day. And to the then chief Intellect-coaches of SJ came 

to mind the brilliant idea - to create the universal firm 

greeting, which would apply any time and in parallel would 

be of additional benefit. 


More than a week our chief Intellect-coaches of SJ created 

this masterpiece. In the beginning, they for long selected 

the four most important and most useful words, and then 

they created the training greeting. 
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FIRST WORD - “SUCCESS” 


You will agree, dear readers, success plays a key role in the 

life of man. We know a huge amount of people are 

industrious, clever, and formed, but by them chronically it 

does not convey, their life without the success is converted 

into gray dull torture. 


At the same time, there are people, who say: “It was born 

with the gold spoon in the mouth”, such people are not 

separated by special talents, but by their key advantage - 

success, fortune, and luck. 


Therefore the word SUCCESS occupied an honorary place 

in our greeting training. 


SECOND WORD - “HAPPINESS”


 


Happiness - this is a central objective in the life of any 

clever person. Happiness - this is one of the most 

important senses of life. We live to fill each minute with 
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happiness. And to generously share happiness with the 

people surrounding us. 


THIRD WORD - “WEALTH” 


Wealth makes it possible for a man to be occupied with 

charity, to help other people, to be financially free, and to 

delight in life. By the way, in the new industry of Super 

Jump attaining wealth is ten times easier than in other 

businesses.


FOURTH WORD - “FRIENDSHIP” 


One by one - we are very weak, and together with our 

friends - we have great power. Only with a team of friends, 

like-minded people, and allies, it is possible to save 

humanity from self-destruction and to assemble the 

company №1 in the world. 


In our team of Intellect-coaches, there are no bosses, 

Board of Directors, who would determine our fate. We are 
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everything - the Intellect-coaches of Super Jump, partners, 

equal among the equal. 


The realization of the fact that you save peace with real 

friends, comrades, with partners makes us one hundred 

times stronger and more confident. 


Do you remember, as the 300 Spartans resisted the 

hundred-thousand army of the Persians? How you do think, 

why this was possible? Answer to the simple: free, equal 

allies are many times stronger than slaves. 


Each Intellect-coach searches for new partners more 

strongly, he is more talented. And if it seems new, stronger 

leader than a tactician, the methods of the development of 

his mentor are weak and ineffective, then, as any Intellect-

coach, can pass his mentor in the income, RANKS, number 

of partners, and already mentor will learn in this IT, study his 

experience, strategy, and tactics. 


Thus, I present to you the world’s masterpiece: 
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SUCCESS AND FRIENDSHIP WITH US ALWAYS! 

WEALTH AND HAPPINESS ARE OUR DESTINY!  

In the usual companies of greeting colleagues the work 

they do not make them stronger and it is happier. In our 

greatest team, each greeting is a lifting rod for the athlete, 

each greeting makes us stronger, happier, and richer. 


I will explain to you the mechanism of the work of our 

training. 


-Words give birth to thoughts. 


-Thoughts give birth to behavior. 


-Behavior gives birth to habits. 


-Habits give birth to destiny. 


Since we - the Intellect-coaches of Super Jump, have a 

mission on the earth - to do everything so that our students 

will grow rapidly. They achieve large successes, they 

become healthy and strong, positive and energetic, happy 
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and competitive; therefore we have maximally utilized the 

force of words and through them the force of the universe. 


Let us share with you one additional “secret” leadership 

training greeting.


As you remember, our team unites the greatest Super-

purpose of SJ – to save the ecosystem from destruction, 

thus saving humanity’s self-destruction. However, to 

achieve a most complex and most important Super-

purpose, we must as fast as possible, pass on the 

capitalization of Apple, Microsoft, and Google, and become 

the No 1 company in the world. 


For the solution of this problem, our chief top leaders of SJ 

created special leadership the training-greeting: 


WE ARE THE GREATEST IN ALWAYS! AND THE FIRST 

PLACE IN THE WORLD - OUR DESTINY!  

The creation of this training greeting was inspired by the 

greatest boxer, Mohammed Ali. Each day he said to himself 
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many times “I am the greatest! I am a king! I am a  

champion! I the greatest in the light!” 


Naturally, many people did laugh, they considered him 

mad, but, who will recall the names of these small 

insignificant trolls? Their lot - negligible, insignificant life 

and eternal oblivion. But here the name of Mohammed Ali 

will live as much as our civilization will live. 


Understand, that if ordinary people hear our leadership 

greeting, they will laugh, and they will think that we are 

mad. Well, let them laugh, let so them think so. This is not 

our, but their problem. 


We know that at the beginning of ascending the greatness 

of man determines not a quantity of money in his pocket, 

not a quantity of glory and authority, but his purpose, and 

not a simple purpose, and it calls forward and it motivates a 

SUPER-PURPOSE - to save our planet! 
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As soon as the usual person with debts, failures, and 

defeats with their entire heart and by reason takes the 

Super-purpose of SJ, in the same instant, they become the 

greatest legendary hero. 


Emperor-philosopher Marcus Aurelius gave the very 

precision determination of the greatness of a man: 


- “The true value of a man is measured by the worth of 

what he values” 


When people hear our Super-purpose of SJ they laugh as 

small, faceless trolls, and we are not at all disturbed. We 

recall the popular wisdom: They do not " kick only dead 

dog”, but still we recall one of our favorite parables… 


Once Buddha with the students went past the village, in 

which lived the opponents of Buddhism. Inhabitants poured 

out of the houses, surrounded them and they began to 

insult them. The students of Buddha were angered and 

were ready to give rebuff.
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After tarrying, Buddha addressed the crowd, and his 

speech led to confusion not only for the inhabitants of the 

village but also students. At first, he turned to the students:


 


- These people make this matter. They are angered, it 

seems to them that I - the enemy of their moral abutments. 

Therefore they insult me, and this is natural. But why are 

you suddenly angered? Why do you have this reaction? You 

behaved in a manner that calculated these people and thus 

allowed them to manipulate you. But once so, you mean 

they are dependent on them. But perhaps you are not free? 


People from the village did not also expect this reaction. 

They became silent. And at the silence Buddha turned to 

them: 


- You everything did say? If you yet did not express 

yourself, you will have such an opportunity, when we will 

return. 


The confused inhabitants of the village asked: 
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- But indeed we did insult you, why are you not angered 

with us? 


Buddha answered: 


- You - free people, and that you made your right. I do not 

react to this. Therefore no one and nothing can force me to 

react in the manner that he wants, no one can influence me 

and manipulate me. My behavior escapes from my internal 

state, from my realization. But I would want to present the 

question to you, which concerns you. In the previous 

village, the people met me, greeting me with entertainment. 


I told them: “Thanks, but we already breakfasted. Take 

away these fruits and sweets with my blessings to 

yourselves. We cannot bear them with ourselves because 

we it is not worn with ourselves food. “And now I ask you: 

As you think that they made with the fact that I did not 

accept and returned by them”. 
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One person in the crowd said: 


- It was this way, they took these fruits and sweets away 

conversely and gave them to their children and families. 


- But today I do not take your insults and damnation, said 

Buddha. I return them to you. However, what will you make 

of them? Take them away with you and do with them 

everything that you want. 


In contrast to the first “classical” training, the second 

leadership greeting training is temporary, since soon we will 

become the No 1 company in the world on capitalization 

and respect, become an IPO, let us strike peace by the fact 

we will create one hundred billionaires and millions of 

millionaires of the teachers the Intellect-coaches of Super 

Jump. 


The entire progressive world will applaud our success and 

everything from our “classical” training greeting: “Success 
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and friendship are with us always! Wealth and happiness 

are our destiny!”
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Chapter 7 

SHORTEST WAY FROM THE DARK TO THE LIGHT 

Let’s discover the main secret of the device of the man: 

positive, happy, cheerful to be considerably more simple, 

more easily it is more pleasant than sad, lonely, and get 

tired. 


Each practicing Intellect-coach of SJ thousands of times 

saw the same picture: written in the new group of men 

many years living in the dark of mental and psychological 

suffering, lost sense of life, fulcrum, friends, optimism, and 

hope for a bright future. Naturally, to our procedure of 

Super Jump, it is disposed extremely skeptically, with 

distrust and mockery, because the new and unknown 

always cause distrust. “I - the doctor of psychological 

sciences says, can you do the new? ”, or - “I already many 

years attend the dearest psychologists, and they cannot 

free me from mental suffering, and you are not even a 

psychologist.” 
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But having passed several Intellect-trainings and, even 

yesterday's pessimist with a black, tired face, as, in the 

fairy tale, is converted into the happy, laughing sun on legs. 

And instead of irony, skepticism, and mockery, the Intellect-

coach obtains an ocean of appreciation and love. 


By the way, about the appreciation, if you have not, then let 

us uncover for you a small secret – the Intellect-coaches of 

SJ obtain a very large amount of appreciation in the world 

because, at the end of each course of Super Jump, 

practically every student gives enormous deep gratitude 

and love to the Intellect-coach.


All because he arrived at Super Jump which gets tired, 

broken, and unhappy, and finished the course happy, 

energetic, cheerful, with complete optimism and new plans 

hero. 


We know that until you try for yourselves the effectiveness 

of our procedure of Super Jump, you will not believe our 

words, because the new and unknown always causes 
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distrust and skepticism. Let us give several examples of the 

history of science. 


- 70 years were required for the scientific association to 

recognize the 3 laws of Isaac Newton's physics. Today 

Newton – is an acknowledged genius, the father of classical 

physics, and his laws are studied in the school. 


- Doctors and scientists considered the charlatan of Louis 

Pasteur for a period of 16 years until they attempted to 

prove that the reason for diseases is the microbes, viruses, 

and pathogens. Today Louis Pasteur is the acknowledged 

father of microbiology, and his name bears a famous 

scientific institute in Paris. 


- Albert Einstein's ideas were considered erroneous for 15 

years, and now they – are the personification of brilliance 

and intellect. 


- The inventors of aircraft the Wright brothers for 5 years 

appeared with demonstration flights throughout America, 
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but the editorial staff of the newspaper The New York Times 

did not send its correspondents, because they were 

confident, that the apparatus heavier than air cannot fly. 


- The first years Sigmund Freud and his followers were 

considered cheats and charlatans, and now each year the 

world diplomas of psychologists obtain by 1 to 3 million 

people. The cost of instruction to a psychologist in the USA 

stands from $110,000 to $500,000, and the authority of 

psychologists above the fate of people cannot be 

overestimated. 


- In 1970 Richard Bendler with John Grinder created NLP 

(Neuro-Linguistic Programming). And already Freud's 

followers considered their cheats and charlatans. But today 

the regiments of stores are covered with books about NLP, 

and hundreds of thousands of specialists around the world 

each day use this procedure. 


Understanding as it is arranged peace, the Intellect-

coaches of SJ never offend the people, which are called 
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their cheats, by charlatans, mad, but our procedure of 

Super Jump is considered complete garbage. Thanks for 

the fact that although they do not burn on shives :)


 


We understand, that criticism, insult - this is the normal 

reaction of ordinary people to things new. Believe that it will 

pass after a little time, and millions of grateful students will 

around the world change very rapidly to the majority 

opinion. 


Positive results and the appreciation of students - this is a 

better medicine for the negative, insults, and skepticism. 

But the multimillion incomes of Intellect-trainer to SJ will 

prove the importance and necessity of the fact that we 

make and will create around the profession “ Intellect-

trainer SJ” the halo of respect and glory. 


We return to the main freedom of choice of man. Let’s talk 

about why happy is easier than unhappy, and proceed to 

the mechanism of switching from person the black negative 

to the bright positive state. 
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Now I will describe for you - not theory, not an idea, but 

already routine practices. The Intellect-coaches of SJ 

thousands of times in practice proved that any person in a 

very short time can easily leave mental, and psychological 

suffering and present himself in a state of happiness and 

happiness. According to the statistics on 1,000 people, 

Super Jump is a negative opinion. However, the positive 

results speak thousands of times more loudly than all words 

of our critics and trolley. 


The effect of the rapid switching of your thoughts and 

feelings from the negative to the positive occurs because 

your consciousness simultaneously can think and hold in 

the focus only one thought. 


You cannot simultaneously look at loading by energy and 

negative video, before looking at the negative or positive 

video, you must select and make a couple of cries to 

include the player. 
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Also, without any fight, you can select a positive or negative 

mood, and concentrate on it as the focus of thoughts and 

your consciousness and very rapidly you will be filled with 

light, happiness, and happiness or dark, pain, and grief. 

The selection is up only to you. 


Again we emphasize - it is on no account necessary to fight 

with negative thoughts, emotions, and feelings, it is simply 

necessary for the darkroom to include calculation and the 

dark itself of it will run away :) 


This process of the victory of the light above the dark 

without the fight you practice each day, when at night, 

entering into the black room, you automatically include 

light, and in the room, it becomes instantly light. 


So that you would simply understand, as your 

consciousness and super-consciousness work, give 

together with you let us determine, what physical peace is 

and what is metaphysical. 
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Thus, physical peace - peace obeyed the law and obeys 

the law of physics. In it is such concepts, as it is long, 

mass, weight, speed, and so on. This peace is objective 

since scientists can measure one or the other objects. 


But, there in the world exist still our emotion, thought, 

feeling, idea, dream, energy, force of will, and so on. Thus 

far scientists cannot measure them, although we all know 

that these categories exist. This peace we see let us name 

metaphysical (we can give any other determination) you. 


After giving precision determination, that there is 

metaphysical peace, we with you with the aid of our 

imagination will produce sinking in it, as a submarine is 

immersed in the ocean, so also we will dive into your 

metaphysical peace. 


You will include imagination and represent your 

metaphysical peace - this is the enormous palace, in which 

live different thoughts and feelings. Negative emotions and 

thoughts you will color by the black paint: these are hatred, 
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offense, fear, a feeling of injustice, mental suffering, malice, 

envy, and other negative thoughts, feeling, and emotion. 


These essences are always cold, and slippery, smell of 

rotten meat, and are black in color. They are located in your 

enormous metaphysical palace from the first and to the 

recent days of your life. 


Fortunately, in your palace even brighter essences live, they 

are similar to the bright warm suns - these are happiness, 

happiness, love, confidence, friendship, the force of will, it 

is kind, harmony, generosity, positive energy, positive 

thoughts, great bright purposes, dream, and plans. 


In the center of your metaphysical palace is located the 

enormous throne, on which you sit in glory. You - the 

absolute owner of your internal metaphysical world, only to 

you to decide coma in your palace to isolate the main 

place: to black poisonous essences or the bright radiant 

suns. 
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Everything is light and is simple: when you begin to 

concentrate your thoughts on the black essences, you no 

longer see bright solar thoughts, emotion, and feeling; it 

seems to you that your palace completely was immersed in 

the dark; and the more you pay attention to black 

essences, they become greater, the stronger; that they 

more greatly occupy places in your palace. 


And if we do not switch attention to the bright solar 

thoughts and feelings, then in the course of time your 

metaphysical palace will become a black, malodorous, 

terrible prison. But your consciousness will become the 

prisoner of this cold, terrible prison, and you will be spilled 

each morning in the environment of black, negative, cold 

thoughts and feelings. They will be with you the entire day 

and evening and, believe, they will be to poison entire your 

life, destroy your health, to suck out your energy. They will 

slowly and unnoticeably convert your internal world into a 

black cold swamp. 
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But, as soon as you will recall that only you are the owner 

of your internal world, and will switch focus from the 

negative to the positive thoughts of emotion and feeling, 

then the present miracle will occur - your metaphysical 

palace instantly will be filled by solar, warm, good light, and 

the dark itself will run away from your life.  You remember, 

the dark - the only absence of light. 


After understanding once as easily and simply to be a 

positive, happy, energetic, and cheerful person, arises the 

just question: why 99% of people constantly do select and 

do include negative thoughts, feelings, emotions, and 

information, which does bring to their pain and suffering, 

does poison their life and does destroy their health? Entire 

matter in the environment, in the medium, in which the 

people are situated. Oh, as strongly people underestimate 

the influence of their environment. Represent that man in 

the white clothing fell through into the swamp. As he did 

not try to preserve the cleanliness of his clothing it will not 

come out, she nevertheless will be soiled by black, linden 

tree, malodorous wash. So works our environment, living 
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environment. The majority of us live in the environment of a 

black, negative metaphysical, information swamp. 


But how to be? What to make it? Where to run to? Where 

after the black, malodorous, poisonous swamp to bathe in 

the clean, heat, turquoise ocean of happiness, happiness, 

and optimism? 


Perhaps, today on the earth there is only one reliable 

shelter from the negative - this is the intellect club of Super 

Jump! Find on the Internet an Intellect-trainer who is 

pleasant for you, be written down into the group, and be 

charged by light, wisdom, and solar energy, strengthening 

your mental health. 


If you are an adult, then with probability 95% of you 

experience mental suffering, psychological overloads, 

stress, solitude, or chronic fatigue. 


It is important to understand, why this does occur and that 

with you not thus? The entire good, simply surrounding 
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your world rapidly changes with you, it is destroyed in your 

eyes and forever it disappears. 


Today not only to you but also to billions of adults it is very 

heavy, they remember, as their grandfathers lived, 

grandmothers, and parents, yes even themselves large part 

they lived in another reality and another world, while today 

we proved to be in the new universe. 


Our sufferings are similar to the sufferings of the dolphin, 

that entire life lived in the sea, and then full gale rejected to 

the incandescent stones, its skin anneals solar rays, it is 

sick to it, it is terrible and it is unusual. The same occurs 

with us, as adults, we remained before, but the peace 

around us rapidly changed, before our eyes disappear old 

values and senses. 


To adults very complicated to change and to be adapted to 

the new. Represent the adult, who arrived at the section of 

gymnastics and it attempts to make stretching next to the 

five-year-old athletes. This is humpbacked to correct. 
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This is why our Intellect-clubs of SJ are necessary for 

billions of adults as air. Without the aid of Intellect-coaches 

and a new positive medium man practically cannot be been 

happy, energetic, strong, and competitively capable. 


My to you good council - if you have yet did not pass the 

developing course Super Jump, make to yourselves a 

tsarist gift, as fast as possible pass it and you will present 

to yourselves new, bright, interesting, happy life! Everything 

is in your hands!
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Chapter 8 

AS TO BECOME RICH, MAKING THE GOOD DEED  

We congratulate you, the dear reader, you lucky man, you 

happy fellow, you proved to be in the right time in the right 

place. Today very better time to rise from zero, from the 

debts, from the pit of defeats and failures to the highest 

tops of success. 


Achieve rapidly large success is possible only in the new 

industry with the new business trend. In the old industries 

and markets, all bread places already long ago with 

someone are occupied. And only the birth of the new 

industry of Super Jump offers ordinary people new infinite 

possibilities. 


In our planetary team, family, the brotherhood of the 

Intellect-coaches of Super Jump there is an important 

principle: we everything - partners, we - equal among the 

equal. But if so, then each Intellect-coach is a strategist, 

intellectual general, main motivator, and creator of the 
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hundred-million team of devoted and grateful to it Intellect-

coaches around the world. 


Even if you never dealt with business, then you will 

nevertheless easily understand to make the right choice, in 

order to present new, happy, rich, interesting, bright life to 

yourself. 


- THE FIRST STEP


Wave bye to your old life. If your bank calculates now there 

are no millions of dollars, then this is a better time to 

become the Intellect-coach of the Super Jump and to be 

joined to the most rapidly-growing industry of the Super 

Jump. 


Do not deceive yourself, the matter is not in the crisis, not 

in the temporary difficulties. As the Indians spoke: “If your 

horse died, simply sit down on the new horse”. 
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Let us give an example. All people know about the 

expensive trademark of Chanel, but almost no one knows 

that Gabriel Chanel (later it will take the pseudonym of 

“spinners”) achieved success without looking at the fact 

that in the shelter, without starting capital, anyone's 

support. Its main secret is the fact that it never feared to 

make new, then the fact that others considered it foolish, 

ridiculous, and not advantageous. Today for you better time 

very to hear and to accept its good counsel: 


“If you want to have that the fact that never they had, for 

you it is necessary to make that the fact that never they 

made.”


It is light to say, but it is very difficult to make the right 

choice of thousand of roads, which today are located 

before you. The right, clever choice is a guarantee of your 

success, wealth, and prosperity. 


Thus, “old horse did die”, as it is correct to select a new, 

strong, lucky horse? 
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- THE SECOND STEP 


A very crucial issue with the selection of a new way sounds 

as follows: “That I can give to people so that they would 

pay me for this a lot of money?” 


To assign this with the form of a simple, but improbably 

crucial issue is taught by the creator of the network of 

restaurants of the fast food “KFC” - Colonel Sanders. You 

for sure already heard its history during the intellect-

trainings, but give let us again recall it. 


We mentally return at the age of 1950. Let us glance into 

the small, cheap, dark, cold room, that our hero leases. 

Looking at it, any person will name his completely unlucky 

person, the largest loser on the earth. 


To him 65 years, a pension of $95, and a bouquet of 

diseases. Everything, for which it not was taken in the life, 

always suffered a crash. It grew without the father, with one 
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mom. Its mother much worked, and for Sanders was 

necessary to handle its younger sister. 


It dreamed to become an attorney, but money for the 

instruction it did not have. To obtain a diploma, it was 

necessary to plow in parallel on several works. And here, 

the cherished diploma of attorney in its hands. But, at first 

its matters our hero so is strong, that he fought with his 

client, for which they forever expelled him from the 

profession. 


Sanders opened with the enormous labor his first servicing, 

and as soon as it began to bring income, they near 

constructed a new high-speed highway; therefore people 

ceased it to be repaired. Later Sanders opens his restaurant 

and suffers brutal destruction. 


And here, our hero, the largest unlucky person in the world, 

understanding, what cannot be lived to the pension, that 

very crucial issue assigns to itself: “That I have such, that I 

can give to people so that they would pay me the money?” 
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The prescription of the crunching fried hen remained from 

the ruined restaurant in it. Set to the rusty old pick-up our 

unlucky person goes around the restaurant after restaurant 

and attempts to convince owners to use his prescription of 

hen and to drop from the roll to him royalty (pay for the use 

of intellectual property). Then there were no cell phones or 

the Internet; therefore for our hero, it was necessary 

personally to go around each restaurant. 


Everywhere it they sent far further, they laughed above it, 

they degraded it. And only a thousand sixth restaurants 

signed with it the first agreement. Well, and further its 

success story it knows the entire world. 


In each developed country, practically in each city, there is 

a restaurant of fast food by KFC. And at each restaurant 

hangs the portrait of this likable grandfather in the points 

and with the beard. 
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So Colonel Sanders became not only rich and successful 

but also, perhaps, one of the most learned people in the 

world. 


We will be always grateful to it for the main starting 

question: “That I can give to people so that the people 

would pay me for this money?”. Speaking in the modern 

language: “What problem of people I can solve so that they 

me for this would pay?” 


And today to the team of Intellect-coaches of the Super 

Jump fairytale it transported, we solve some of the people 

several most important problems. 


FIRST PROBLEM 


Today billions of good people suffer from mental diseases, 

chronic fatigue, solitude, and loss of the sense of life. But 

we have the unique patented procedure of Super Jump,  

which is a very rapid, effective, and obtainable price it 
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saves people from these problems, and raises their level of 

happiness, confidence, and energy.


 


OUR SOLUTION 


Thus, for billions of people is necessary our product/

service. The fact is that the old schools and procedures that 

aid people with this problem become ineffective since we 

live in the new, mad, turbulent time of constant changes 

and overloads. But our procedure creates miracles. On 

average, of thousands of students, who passed the starting 

online course of Super Jump, only one is a negative 

opinion. 


If you yourselves tried, they tested our procedure, then you 

for sure now, reading these lines, widely smile and nod my 

head. 


If yet they did not pass the course Super Jump, then it is 

mandatory, as fast as possible, they will present themselves 

with energy, happiness, and pleasure. 
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VOLUME OF THE NEW MARKET 


But now give let us calculate the volume of the new market. 

8 billion people in the world today live. A minimum of 2 

billion suffer from mental diseases and chronic fatigue. 


To load itself with energy, to strengthen mental health, to 

people it is necessary to regularly attend our online intellect 

clubs of Super Jump. So, people regularly attend fitness 

clubs, ponds, yoga, karate, etc. 


Taking into account poor and rich countries, for the 

calculations, we will use the cost of a monthly subscription 

to the visit of the intellect club of SJ into $100 per month. It 

is somewhere more expensive, it is somewhere cheaper, 

but $100 per month – a very conservative and very realistic 

mean price for our service. 


Are now multiplied by 2 billion people by $100 and by 12 

months, and we obtain the tentative volume of the new 

market into $2.4 trillion per year. 
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SECOND PROBLEM 


From statistics 50% of the working population, they in the 

world dream already in this year to find new work online. 

But this is more than a billion adults. 


OUR SOLUTION 


We, the Intellect-coaches of SJ, sell not only Super Jump, 

but also the new profession “Intellect-coach Super Jump”. 


On our estimations, peace today as air, they are necessary 

for 100,000,000 of the active Intellect-coaches, who will be 

regularly conducting intellect training. 


Since today our purpose – is to gather a team, a backbone 

of enthusiasts, and to help the largest possible number of 

people, then we do not set a high price for the cost of a 

new profession. Today for the very symbolic money you can 

be learned new online professions, begin to help people, 

and use our author's procedure of Super Jump. 
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But already tomorrow the cost of instruction, profession, 

and right to use our procedure of Super Jump will cost a 

minimum of $100,000. 


VOLUME OF THE MARKET 


Now give let us calculate the volume of the market. It is 

multiplied by 100,000,000 of the workplaces, which are 

necessary for peace, on $100,000 – the price for the right to 

become an Intellect-coach in the near future, and we obtain 

the volume of the new market for Super Jump in $1 About 

trillions of dollars. 


THIRD PROBLEM 


Peace costs on the face of the precipice. Reckless 

humanity destroys the ecosystem of the earth and swiftly 

approaches self-destruction. We saw the bough, on which 

we sit. We ruin future of our children and grandsons. 
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Politicians, athletes, bloggers, artists, rescuers, and 

scientists by decades attempt to solve this problem, but 

nothing it changes, on the contrary, it becomes only worse. 

It is time to recognize that their methods do not work. 


It will be sufficient to fight the consequences, it is 

necessary to solve the reasons for the destruction of the 

ecosystem. 


OUR SOLUTION 


Third, our most important success is the fact that we have 

a Super-purpose of Super Jump - to stop the destruction of 

the ecosystem of the earth, to save humanity from self-

destruction. 


Through the lessons in the intellect clubs of Super Jump, 

we develop in the people the realization, which will help 

people to cease to be the slaves of the disastrous idea: 

“Purchase more than goods, accumulate more than 

money”. The more people will begin to be occupied in the 
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intellect clubs, the more rapidly we will be able to stop the 

destruction of the ecosystem of the earth. 


Our Super-purpose gives to us a colossal advantage over 

other companies, it raises to the stars themselves the self-

appraisal of our new Intellect-coaches and makes it 

possible to combine the brightest, scale leaders, 

entrepreneurs, and people on the planet around the united 

purpose. More detail about the Super-purpose of SJ you 

will be read in a separate chapter. 


VOLUME OF THE MARKET 


How you do think, they do how much cost the life of all 

people in the light? Certainly, they are priceless. And as 

soon as investors learn about our program for rescuing 

humanity, our actions will be the most expensive and most 

popular in the world, because by investing in the company 

of Super Jump, people will invest in rescuing their children 

and grandsons. 
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I hope that you, as the new Intellect-coach of Super Jump, 

saw, counted, and understood, what enormous new market 

is located before you. 


Now you understand, that we make the most important, 

most necessary, most honest, and greatest matter on the 

Earth. But millions and billions of dollars on your bank to 

calculate - these are the only grains of sand of appreciation 

in your feet. 


- THE THIRD STEP 


But now, we approached the third step of decision-making. 

A question sounds as follows: “As to me, helping people, to 

construct big business, to leave to the large revenue and to 

leave great heritage after itself?” 


This problem lustrously solves our partner program “team 

of Three billion friends”. We will not go deeply into 

components, simply let us say that using the pedagogical 

chain, and the principle of scaling of business, you can 
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construct a team into 100 million devoted to you, grateful to 

you Intellect-coaches of Super Jump. 


Represent that you constructed a team into 100 million 

Intellect-coaches. Let us assume that you obtain one dollar 

per month from each of them. Is multiplied by $1 to a 

quantity Intellect-coach in the team and we obtain your 

income - $100 of million dollars per month. 


More detail, the advantage of our partner program will 

discover in a separate chapter. 
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Chapter 9 

PARTNER PROGRAM OF SUPER JUMP 

Our affiliate program “the team of Three billion friends!” is 

possible boldly to name the eighth miracle of light. And this 

is why. 


With our affiliate program any usual honest, industrious 

person can become the leader №1 in the world, to create a 

team largest in the entire history of humanity into three 

billion partners. To become a legend in life. 


Starting from the small investment, an industrious, 

ambitious person can leave the income into tens of 

thousands of dollars per month, become a millionaire and 

even a billionaire, in this case making the best, most 

honest, useful, and big deal on the earth. 


Using our affiliate program, without knowing other 

languages, living at any point of peace usual person can 
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earn money around the world, and help millions of good 

people, to obtain their love, respect, and appreciation. 


For the thinking person it is very important after itself to 

leave heritage, track in the history. Being a usual 

businessman, banker, psychologist, freelancer, networker, 

and entrepreneur this cannot be made. But after becoming 

the Intellect-coach of SJ, using our partner program, it is 

very even actual. 


Now give in detail, without hurrying let us dismantle all the 

strong sides of our affiliate program of SJ let us begin from 

the history of its birth and what purposes they were into it 

laid. 


- FIRST PURPOSE 


To save the ecosystem of the earth, to save humanity from 

self-destruction. To achieve this global purpose (we call it 

the Super-purpose of SJ) it is necessary to combine the 
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efforts of three billion people. Specifically, our global Super-

purpose assigned scale and force to our partner program. 


- SECOND PURPOSE 


For achievement we must create for the first purpose the 

company №1 in the world on capitalization, to pass Apple, 

Microsoft, and Google. Small companies frequently cannot 

save themselves from destruction, and it already accurately 

will not be able to save humanity. Therefore, we must 

become №1 in order to give to people workplaces, to 

glorify the labor of Intellect-coach, to make them rich and 

respected. The first place will in the world allows us the 

confidence to conduct after itself humanity further from the 

precipice of self-destruction. 


- THIRD PURPOSE 


For rescuing humanity we are necessary to create one 

hundred million new workplaces, of them one hundred 
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billionaires and millions of millionaires of Intellect-coaches 

SJ. 


It is pitiful, is necessary to spend time distancing ourselves 

from the MLM companies, but we must divide white and 

black. 


Let us honestly to you say, MLM-business does not please 

us and this is why. MLM companies very strongly spoiled 

their reputation and brought much grief and disappointment 

to people. They are very small in capitalization, without 

looking at the fact that by the 50-60 years, on the cost they 

are grains of sand in comparison with Apple or Microsoft. 


The most expensive MLM company today stands at $1 

billion, and Apple - is 30 times more expensive. You only 

think the most expensive MLM companies are 30 times 

cheaper than the leaders of the market. If we count in the 

percentages, then they to 3000% cheaper. 
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You will agree, the humanity you will not save with this 

potential. Yes, even any person, having the brains sees that 

the MLM companies die as dinosaurs; they blow away each 

year. They are dull, insignificant, small, and frequently toxic 

in the world of big business. 


Any Intellect-coach of SJ with pride in social media writes “I 

- the Intellect-coach of Super Jump”, “I save peace! ”, “I – 

the person on duty (- aya) on the planet”, “I gather the team 

№1 in the world”, and the representatives MLM company, 

as a rule, shyly hide the name of their company, being 

disguised after the faceless phrases: “I - consultant on the 

beauty”, “I - consultant on the finances”, “I - consultant on 

the health”,… 


It is shorter, us MLM-business does not please from the 

word “generally” both from the point of view of business, 

strategy, prospects and of morals. 


But here are people, that are the partners of these MLM 

companies - these are real gold, they diamonds, they ehlite 
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of peace. We are confident, that networkers, and especially 

the leaders of MLM companies - are the most gifted, 

brightest entrepreneurs in the world. 


Networkers - these are the greatest motivators, which we 

sometimes saw on earth. They are the honest, open, and 

charismatic people in the world. 


We, Intellect-coaches of Super Jump, greater than all 

understand the importance and value of MLM leaders and 

we will respect, read a little, and glorify you so strongly, as 

no one glorified never! 


The largest proof of our intellect-coaches respect for MLM 

leaders - these are the words of MLM leaders, who 

collaborate with the company of Super Jump: “Super Jump 

- this is paradise on the earth for the networkers”, 


Well, and to spend time on the examination of the criminal, 

immoral activity of pyramid schemes generally there is no 

sense whatever since they’re all unhappy - are those, who 
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create pyramids and those, who in them participate. It is 

possible to only give the council to them: “Coast your soul! 

Run from the pyramids, as it is further as possible! Preserve 

your karma of clean!” 


One of the most important qualities of the Intellect-coaches 

of SJ - is honesty and justice. No one deceives nor 

conducts never our business honestly and it is open.


 


Thus, we return to the history of the appearance of a 

partner program of Super Jump. We always learn in the 

best. With the creation of our affiliate program, the 

achievements of the great Genghis Khan inspired us. After 

learning its success story you will understand why. 


The illiterate boy of Temujin’s (future Genghis Khan) 

relatives was sold into slavery, where 5 years walked with 

the boot tree on the neck, he froze, starved, and suffered 

from beatings. 
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Once he succeeded in running out from its tormentors. It 

began to create its nomad camp, but it did not transport to 

it, at night attack, they drove away cattle, took its young 

wife abroad, and destroyed everything that Temujin had 

time to create. 


Up to 51 years, Genghis Khan suffered defeat after the 

defeat, but then it due to their justice and wisdom could 

combine the steppe quarreling tribes. 


On the legend, it assembled all leaders and requested each 

of them to connect on one arrow of the quiver. Then it 

requested them to break the arrow. All leaders with ease 

broke their arrows. Then Genghis Khan released the circle 

of the beam of the connected arrows and requested the 

leaders of tribes to break this beam. And as they did not 

attempt, no one could break the beam of arrows. Then 

Genghis Khan told them: “Here you see, one by one - we 

are weak, and together - we large!” 
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Only in 17 years with the comrades (partners) creates the 

largest land empire in the world (38,000,000 square 

kilometers). Its empire was more than Rome’s empire and 

the empire of Alexander the Great. 


Question: “A as for it this was possible to make for this 

short time? In all for 17, its pets?” Consider the fact that 

then there they were neither aircraft nor Internet nor 

automobiles nor good roads. The speed of the achievement 

of the countries was phenomenal. But what is the secret of 

its surprising success? 


Answer: the secret of its success in the just affiliate 

program: soldier, 1/3 - take to itself; 1/3 - return to general; 

1/3 - they arrived at Genghis Khan's rate. 


But now, represent that in the affiliate program of Super 

Jump all partners, equal among the entire equal, Genghis 

Khan, all equal leaders, strategists, generals, head 

coaches, chief designers, and main motivators. In practice, 

it turns out that our partner program is considerably 
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stronger than partner Genghis Khan. In this, there is a 

secret of the cosmic velocity of development and increase 

in our greatest hundred-million team of SJ. 


Let us give a simple example, and you will be still more 

clear in what the force of the team, united under noble, 

large, historical purposes. 


Present the enormous ring, which left the strongest fighter 

in the world. Each of us in the duel will, of course, to it lose, 

but if we leave with it to fight the team into several ten 

thousand Intellect-coaches, then we will easily defeat its 

one hundred percent. 


But now you will look at our peace from the flight altitude of 

the space station and you will see, that good houses on all 

will not be sufficient, good universities, and hospitals also 

on all will not be sufficient. Therefore each morning all 

active people are spilled and compete with each other for a 

better place under the sun. 
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And when we with you unite our experience, knowledge, 

enthusiasm, energy, and charisma, then no one of us will be 

able to resist. Not one champion, not one genius, either 

million Football shirts or Geoff Bezos or Mark Zuckerberg… 

no one will be able to defeat millions of bright, strong, equal 

to each other partners. 


If you mentally connect the experience, energy, knowledge, 

and enthusiasm of millions, then you will see, that Apple, 

Microsoft, Google, Amazon, and Tesla do not have one 

chance against our with you company of Super Jump. A 

question stands as follows: will pass into 2023 or 2024? 

But that we will be the company №1 it is in the world 

already known by one hundred percent. 


We add to our synergy our Super-purpose, a new rising 

profession “Intellect-coach of Super Jump”, we add the 

even very best, most important, most useful matter on the 

earth, which we make each day, or more precisely the 

benefit, which we bring to people each day and we 
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understand, that we already the company №1 in the world 

with the reserve! 


Certainly, the dear reader, to you and only to you to decide 

whether you want to build your business, using an affiliate 

program “the team of Three billion friends!” or without it. 

But before making the fateful selection, on which depends 

will be your future dull and poor or rich and bright, I 

recommend you answer in all several crucial issues: 


How you do think, if a freelancer, entrepreneur, 

psychologist, coach, speaker, or networker strongly do fall 

ill, will have passive income? 


- No! 


- But - it will be with the partner program of SJ! 


How you do think, is it possible without the affiliate program 

of SJ to earn money around the world, without knowing 

languages, without creating legal persons, and without 

leaving these countries? 
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- No! 


- But with the partner program of SJ our partners already 

have good money in ten countries earn! 


You do want to create a business, which will lightly be 

scaled and bring stable income?, It is obvious that without 

partners SJ it is not possible to create the process of 

scaling your business, and without the scaling leave the 

stable large revenue impossibly. 


What do you have chances to create the company, which 

will leave on IPO and will make you rich? Affiliate program 

of Super Jump - this, perhaps, the only opportunity for 

ordinary people to obtain large revenue from the output on 

IPO. 


The riches themselves on the planet (million of Football 

shirts, Bill Gates, Mark Zuckerberg, Geoff Bezos) of steel 

rich precisely after the output of their companies on IPO, 

because they had options. 
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In whom it is more than chances to achieve success: in a 

lone person or man with a team, mentor, and all-out 

support 24/7? 


Without the affiliate program, no one will 24/7 help, support 

and motivate you. Without partners the entrepreneur, 

psychologist, freelancer, networker, and speaker himself 

into the lone person floundering in the cold ocean of life, 

and constantly he begins on the same rakes. 


How you do think, is it possible without the affiliate program 

of SJ, without a team of like-minded people, friends, and 

partners to construct a business to the centuries, to leave 

heritage to children and grandchildren, and also track the 

history? 


- No! Reliable heritage to children and to grandsons you will 

not leave without the affiliate program. But with the partner 

program, it is possible to leave a bright track in history for 

thousands of years. 
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I think that you drew correct conclusions, answered the 

higher questions, and the advantages of working with the 

partner program of Super Jump understood. 


Great request to our new Intellect-coaches of Super Jump. 


Colleagues, please, be wise and never deceive people, you 

be honest and open. You tell people the truth, do not 

decorate. Only so you will be able to construct big business 

for centuries.


Lie, untruth - this swamp, but your house and reliable 

business will not construct on the swamp; therefore you be 

maximally honest, do not disrupt the laws of your country, 

and always pay taxes. 


In the contemporary, open, transparent world only a fool 

can lie and deceive. Indeed the Internet everything 

memorizes and everything about it is all known. 
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From the first steps build your big, planetary business to 

the centuries. You do not have a selection, you are 

obligated to be honest. 


Openness and honesty give one additional advantage to 

you - when you think, you speak and you make yourself the 

same, leadership force increases dozens of times! 


If you are interested in our affiliate program “the team of 

Three billion friends! And ”, you want to study its 

advantages and force in practice, then is the most reliable 

way to the knowledge - this to become Intellect-coach 

Super Jump. 


Especially because now the cost of starting start is small, is 

symbolic. As the reward for the resoluteness and courage, 

you will obtain the super-strong starting course of Super 

Jump + you will study in practice 8 exercises of SJ, which 

by the inheritance you will transmit to grandsons and 

children. 
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Even if you point, out that the profession of Intellect-coach 

Super Jump – is not your way, you will nevertheless obtain 

benefits considerably more than you will pay. 
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Chapter 10 

AS TO PASS APPLE, MICROSOFT, AND GOOGLE 

Dear colleagues, friends, and partners, this head we devote 

to our strategy of reaching first place in the world our star 

team of Super Jump. Why is this an important strategy? 

You will look around itself and you will see 99% of 

industrious, clever, talented people, but they were not able 

and never they can achieve large success because they 

lack strategy. 


As wise Sun Tzu spoke: “Strategy without the tactics - slow 

victory. Tactics without strategy - fuss before the defeat”. 

Here they fuss before the defeat :) 


Since each Intellect-coach of SJ is equal among the equals, 

and even if you became the Intellect-coach of SJ only a 

minute ago, you are already a strategist, intellectual 

general, head coach, main motivator, and the creator of the 

hundred-million team of the devoted to you, respecting you 

Intellect-coaches of SJ around the world. 
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In this chapter we as more experimental IT will mentally 

take you as a hand and we together will pass from the 

present day to the first place in the world of business. 


We recall that we the first place are in the world to 

necessary air not only to be a fairytale-rich but, first of all, it 

is important to create for us the company №1 in the world 

in order to save humanity from self-destruction and to help 

billions of good people. 


As Albert Einstein noted: “Imagination is more important 

than knowledge. Knowledge is limited. Imagination covers 

the entire world.” 


You will agree, colleague, knowledge describe the fact that 

we know, our reality, and imagination, as the machine of 

time can transfer us in the future. 


Using imagination, in this chapter we want to mentally take 

you as our hand and to conduct expensive success from 
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the present day to our legal first place in the world. We 

request you not to use pink points, but on the contrary, for 

the elongation of the entire head to be skeptical, and 

cynical and to attentively study each assertion. If you are 

ready, then forward it! 


Let us begin with the fact that today absolutely important 

not how much you have money in your pocket, are how 

much your years and what you have period and experience 

in the business. 


Studies show that 76% of riches in the world started 

without connections, special knowledge, and starting 

capital. To us, it is important so that you would not have 

complexes apropos of your social status or previous 

failures and defeats. 


In the new industry of Super Jump all industrious, honest, 

ambitious people have a great chance to become rich, 

attain world glory and respect, to leave a bright track in 

history. 
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To remove your internal complexes and objections, let us 

give only several histories of great success. 


1. John Rockefeller - in his time was a very wealthy man in 

the world. It grew up without a father he poverty and in 

need. When it searched for the first work, each morning for 

a period of three weeks it put on its only decent suit and to 

the night searched for work. No one wanted to hire poor 

youth with the education and practical experience. That 

day, when they accepted to the work as assistants to 

bookkeepers for symbolic pay, their entire life celebrated as 

birthdays. Then, they became the first billionaire on the 

earth. Today its state would be more than a trillion dollars. 


2. Steve Jobs - the receiving child, who did not have money 

for education. It was sometimes for it necessary to gather 

and pass aluminum banks to eat. It did not have money for 

the ticket to the bus. On the weekend in order free of 

charge to eat up in the church it passed several kilometers 

on foot. It did not have starting capital or connections, but it 
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became a billionaire, by legend it created the company of 

Apple. 


3. Million football shirts - migrated from South Africa to the 

USA to leave further from their father, who frequently beat 

his mother. Sometimes Ilon lived to one dollar on the day. 

They with the brother lived and worked in a small office, 

they had one computer on two. Thus far one of the brothers 

worked, and another slept on the sofa. In the office it was 

not a soul to be washed they walked into the nearest 

charitable mission. Today he is the most successful and 

richest entrepreneur in the world. 


Why we did select precisely these histories? Entire the fact 

is that these children achieved triumphal success because 

they created and presented a new industry, a new market 

for peace. 


Rockefeller - the new market for oil and petroleum products 

created. Jobs - the new market for personal computers and 
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iPhones. Football shirts – a new market for reusable space 

rockets and electric cars. 


We, Intellect-coach, created a new market for strengthening 

the mental health of man, charging a man with energy, and 

a market for rescuing the ecosystem of the earth, count, 

rescuings of entire humanity. So that you, in the Intellect-

coaches of SJ have all chances to become the first in the 

world, rich, known, and mega-respected. , of course, it is 

necessary to work, indeed free cheese is only in the 

mousetrap. 


Well here, like and everything, now we are ready to leave for 

the most interesting and most captivating journey. 


Represent that we with you are cost in the foot of the large 

mountain by the name “Business-Olympus”. There, at the 

top of Business Olympus, there is much light, heat, glory, 

money, and greatness. Today Business Olympus occupies 

Apple, Microsoft, and Google. We do not specially mention 
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Arab oil companies, since everything is clear with them, it is 

boring and it is not interesting. 


Our task – is to rise as fast as possible to the world 

Business Olympus and to occupy there our legal first place 

on capitalization, authority, and respect.


 


Many roads and crossroads are located between our start 

and the top of business Olympus. 99% of these roads 

conclude with traps, swamps, precipices, and impasses. It 

is important to select for us only one correct reliable road, 

which will lead us to immense planetary success. The task 

is clear. 


WE MAKE THE FIRST SELECTION 


Before us two roads: one penetrates offline peace, another 

through online peace. Give together let us make a 

selection. Offline to peace already of a century. The special 

cut-throat competition occurred in the last 20-30 years. As 
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a result - coarsening, the globalization of the market, 

survived only strongest. Let us give several examples. 


In the production of nonalcoholic beverages on the market, 

only two gigantic players remained: Coca-Cola and Pepsi. 

In the production of long-haul aircraft, they also survived 

two giants: Boeing and Airbus. The production of coffee 

leads Nestle. In the production of the cleaning agents of 

Procter&Gamble and Unilever. Still recently on the earth 

competed for more than 100 producers of automobiles, 

today remained ones. McDonalds, KFC, and Burger King 

took the market for fast food. 


There is whether sense to us to compete with these giants, 

monsters, whose incomes are per year measured by ten of 

billions of dollars? Certainly, no! Only a foolish person today 

can hope for offline peace to assemble the company №1 in 

the world. 


Naturally, we wish you select the new, rapidly-growing, 

surprising online peace and we decisively make a step. 
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Thus, we in the first place in the world will go through online 

peace. To us with your fairytale it transported, if did not 

appear new virtual, we would not have one chance to be 

the first in the world; therefore we are already with you 

happy fellows and lucky men. 


WE MAKE THE SECOND SELECTION 


Give let us make several steps and, before going let us 

further look around and will try to understand how is 

arranged this new interesting online peace. 


And the first question we assign: is “Whereas the leaders, 

most expensive companies in the online peace?” 


- Google, Amazon, Apple, lntel, Microsoft, Facebook, 

Zoom, AMD, Adobe, Nvidia, Alibaba, and Tencent. 


The following question, we will assign to ourselves: “We will 

be able to create a technological company and pass these 

monsters on the digital technologies?” Answer: no! 
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In their development they left already very far, in the billions 

of dollars, tens of thousands of the best specialists work in 

the world on them. Yes, even we are with you not gold boys 

from Silicon Valley. 


Thus, we wish you are situated in the online peace, and 

before us stands the new selection: 


- Where online we can earn a lot of money and create a 

company №1 in the world? 


-What problem the pain of people we can solve in order to 

become the company №1?


 


And here to us again it transported! We see how today 

billion of people suffer from the mental, mental problems, 

chronic fatigue, solitude, and loss of the sense of life. And, 

fortunately, we have the patented procedure of Super 

Jump, which for small money (considerably less than 

psychologists take and coaches) effectively helps people. 
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In contrast to the classical psychologists, consultants, and 

coaches we do sell not hour consultations, training, and 

webinars, but we, the Intellect-coaches of SJ sell 

subscriptions for the Intellect-trainings in our online intellect 

clubs of SJ. 


Our new approach to aid people consists of the fact that 

we do not treat psychological and mental diseases, but on 

the daily basis we on the contrary, develop in the people 

the level of happiness, energy, and competitive ability. 


Now we know where to us to go in this new online peace to 

occupy the first place on Business Olympus. 


WE MAKE THE THIRD SELECTION 


Thus, we have billions of unhappy people, for which, as air, 

is necessary our aid, in your pocket already lie one hundred 

million new workplaces and now is worth questioning “as 
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building business?”. In essence, there are two ways and we 

should select the most effective.
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